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Abstract− To improve power density and efficiency, a
critical soft switching principle with optimal-frequency
model predictive control method is proposed in this paper
for DC/DC power converter. Firstly, this paper analyzes the
boundary constraints of critical soft switching that are
derived with the key parameters of the interlock time and
threshold current for typical SiC and GaN devices. Then,
according to the derived critical soft switching constraints,
two optimal-frequency control methods are proposed based
on model predictive control (MPC) to eliminate the turn-on
losses especially during the transient period. Compared to
the traditional PI controller, the efficiency can be further
improved during the reference variation period, because of
the fast response of MPC. Finally, the test results verify the
theoretical analysis.
I.

The paper is organized as follow. Firstly, the boundaries of
critical soft switching constraints for DC/DC converter are
derived with dead time and peak/valley inductor current by
data sheet and integral equations. Secondly, the model
predictive output voltage and inductor current controller is
introduced with the dynamic system parameters which should
be updated with the information from the frequency controller.
Then, the frequency controller is introduced with two
methods according to the requirement of sampling time: one
is optimal-frequency control based on the optimization of
power losses; another one is maximum-frequency control
based on the critical soft switching boundaries. Both of the
two methods will receive the duty cycle information from the
MPC. Finally, the rigorous test procedures verify the
theoretical analysis.
II.

INTRODUCTION

CRITICAL SOFT SWITCHING PRINCIPLES
FOR DC/DC CONVERTER

In power electronics field, SiC and GaN are the two most
commonly used devices for the high power density
application. To improve the power density of the system,
small size of passive devices and high frequency are two main
points to be considered when designing the DC/DC converter.
[1-2] However due to the large ripple current, the power
losses should be paid more attention when reducing the size
of inductor. [3] A critical soft switching method with accurate
threshold current is proposed in this paper to achieve zero
voltage turn-on with pre-designed peak/valley inductor
current threshold and dead time. Also, an optimal-frequency
critical soft switching control method is proposed based on
the MPC. [4-5] Compared to the traditional PI controller, the
novel controller can eliminate the turn-on losses especially
during the transient period because of the fast response of
MPC. [6-9] Thus the critical soft switching operation will be
maintained under the variation of reference.

In this section, the critical soft switching technique is
introduced with the derived boundary conditions of dead time
and peak/valley inductor current by datasheet and integral
equations. The main purpose of the critical soft switching
method is to replace the large turn-on loss of upper switch
with small turn-off loss of lower switch.
Fig. 1 shows the current paths of DC/DC converter during
lower switch turn-off period. For the critical soft switching, a
large current ripple is required to ensure negative valley
inductor current to be lower than a threshold current level as
is shown in Fig. 2. In the turn-off transient period of lower
switch, the negative inductor current will discharge the upper
switch output capacitor, Coss,m1. The ZVS of upper switch can
be achieved if the Coss,m1 is fully discharged before it turns on.
The ZVS operation depends on the interlock time between
two switches and the value of inductor valley current.
According to Fig. 1, the inductor valley current can be
expressed as:

Fig. 1. The negative inductor current paths.

Fig. 2. Gate signals and inductor current for critical soft switching.
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I L,min = I DS ,M 2 + I coss,M 1 + I coss,M 2

(1)

where IDS,M1/2 is the drain current, Icoss,M1/2 is the current
through the switch output capacitance, Coss. Because

I coss, M 1(2) = Coss,M 1(2) ⋅

dU DS ,M 1(2)
dt

(2)

And (UDS,M1+UDS,M2) equals to the input source voltage, Uin,
which is a constant value, then Il,min can be expressed as:

I L ,min = I DS ,M 2 + (C oss, M 1 + C oss, M 2 ) ⋅

dU DS ,M 2
dt

dU DS ,M 1
= I DS ,M 2 − (C oss,M 1 + C oss,M 2 ) ⋅
dt

(3)

Similarly, the maximum positive value of inductor current
is:

I L ,max = I DS ,M1 + (C oss, M 1 + C oss, M 2 ) ⋅

dU DS , M 2
dt

(4)

Fig. 3. The traced points of output capacitance with Uds.

The above current equations can be further analyzed by the
integral calculation over time and Uds, respectively.
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For simplification, Ids can be assumed to be varying
linearly with time. Then the left side of the above two
equations in (5) can be calculated as:
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So, the critical soft switching inequalities of IL,min(max) and
Td can be expressed as:

Fig. 4. The soft switching operation regions for different devices.

U in
1
I L ,minTd ≤   C oss, M 1 (U DS ,M 2 ) + C oss, M 2 (U DS , M 2 )  dU DS , M 2
0
2
0
1
I L ,maxTd ≥  C oss, M 1 (U DS , M 2 ) + C oss,M 2 (U DS , M 2 )  dU DS ,M 2
U
in
2
(7)
Thus the minimum negative and maximum positive
inductor current can be derived with the variables of dead
time, Td, and the integration of output capacitors with
drain-source voltages. The design of the converter should
satisfy the two inequalities to make sure the critical soft
switching operation. The integration of switch output
capacitance with drain-source voltages can be calculated by
the datasheet provided by the manufacturer. Fig. 3 shows the
relationship of output capacitance with drain-source voltages
under the specific testing condition (Tj=25°C, VAC=25mV,
f=1MHz). So the integrations of (7) can be calculated by
tracing several discrete voltage intervals multiplied by the
corresponding capacitance value and then accumulate together.
Because the sum of voltages across switch M1 and M2 are
constant and equal to Uin, so their integration of output

capacitance with drain-source voltages are identical during
the integral limits from 0 to Uin and Uin to 0, respectively.
Then, only one switch integration is needed to be calculated.
According to Fig. 3, the right side of (7) can be derived by
tracing n points on the curve of Coss and summing up the n
intervals together:



Uin

0

Coss,M 1 (U DS ,M 2 ) + Coss,M 2 (U DS , M 2 )  dU DS ,M 2
n

≈ 2 Coss,M 2 (U DS ,M 2 k )ΔU DS ,M 2 k

(8)

k =1

Then, the model of critical soft-switching method can be
expressed with the function image in Fig. 4. It can be shown
that the blue regions are the feasible soft switching range
according to the constraints of (7) with the maximum and
minimum dead time requirement. Also, the soft switching
ranges of typical GaN and SiC devices are given in Fig. 4.
During controlling part in the following sections, the dead
time and peak/valley inductor current can be controlled within
the critical soft switching region for the converter.
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min
s. t .

Ploss , ZVS ( d * , iL* , us , f sw )
(a) Critical soft switching constraints
(b) Device maximum current constraints
(c) Device thermal constraints
(d) Frequency constraints

d ⋅ (1 − d ) ⋅ u s
2 ⋅ (| iL | + | I th |) ⋅ L

Fig. 5. Controlling blocks.

III.

X k = [iL (k ) − iLr (k ); uout (k ) − uor (k )] ;

CONTROLLER

U k = [d (k )]

The proposed optimal-frequency model predictive
controller is introduced in this section. The controller includes
two parts: first part is the model predictive voltage and current
control; second part is the variable frequency control which
can be based on the power loss optimization or critical soft
switching boundaries (depend on the required sampling time).
In the operating period, the MPC controller will track the
output voltage and inductor current references to generate the
duty cycle. The duty cycle will be applied for the frequency
control based on the power loss optimization or critical soft
switching boundaries to generate the optimal frequency.
Meanwhile, the optimal frequency will be further applied for
the MPC controller to determine the time period of horizon.
The controlling blocks are shown in Fig. 5. Following is the
detailed analysis.
A. Model Predictive Control for Voltage and Current

 T (k ) T (k ) 
U ⋅ T ( k ) 
A = 1, − s ; s ,1 ; B =  in s ;0 ; (11)
L
C
L




T
(
k
)


w(k ) = 0; − s
⋅ io (k ) 
C


To track the output voltage and inductor current references,
the formulation of MPC can finally be expressed as:

min
s. t.

(9)

To discretize the state equations [10-12]:

Ts (k )
Uin ⋅ Ts (k )

⋅ d (k )
iL (k + 1) = iL (k ) − L ⋅ uout (k ) +
L
(10)

uout (k + 1) = Ts (k ) ⋅ iL (k ) + uout (k ) − Ts (k ) ⋅ io (k )

C
C
So the state value, Xk, input value, Uk, parametric matrix, A
and B for the discrete state equation can be expressed as:

N −1

k =0

k =0

 X k T Q X k + ΔUk T R ΔUk
X k +1 = AX k + BU k + wk ∈ χ ;

(12)

ΔU k = U k − U k −1;U k ,U k −1 ∈υ ;

The model of the DC/DC converter can be expressed as:

 diL (t )
 L dt = d (t ) ⋅ U in − uout (t )

C duout (t ) = iL (t ) − iout (t )

dt

N

where Q is [q, 0; 0, q] and R is [r] (q and r represent the
weight between the two terms in the cost function). It should
be noted that, in each sampling instant, the MPC controller
generate the duty cycle and receive the optimal frequency
value from the frequency controller to update the matrix A
and B in (11). [13-15]
B. Variable-Frequency Control for Critical Soft Switching
For the frequency controller, the main purpose is to operate
the converter in critical soft switching region and minimize
the power losses. In every sampling period, the frequency
controller will receive the duty cycle and current reference
values from the MPC controller to calculate the optimal
frequency. Two methods are provided in this paper according
to the sampling time requirement. If the sampling time is long
enough, method 1 is applied to optimize the power losses
based on Newton iterative method. Otherwise, a more
straightforward way, method 2, is also provided to directly
calculate the maximum feasible frequency according to the
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Fig. 7. The feasible regions of MPC method with certain duty.

losses during the dead time:
(a)

min

Poff , M + Pcon + PL + Pcon, D

Δi 

= U ds ,max ⋅ I ave ⋅ (tru +t fi ) ⋅ f sw + RON ⋅  I ave 2 + ( L )2 
2 3 



Δi
Δi


+  K ⋅ f sw x ⋅ B y +  I ave 2 +( L )2  ⋅ RDCR +( L )2 ⋅ RACR 
2
3
2
3




ΔiL
ΔiL 

)+Td ,D 2 ⋅ ( I ave −
) ⋅ f sw
+usd ⋅ Td ,D1 ⋅ ( I ave +
2
2 

(13)
where the tru/fi, RON, K, x, y, RDCR/ACR, usd, Td,D1/D2 are the
inherent parameters: tru and tfi are the voltage rising time and
current falling time during the turn-off period; K, x, y are the
core material constants and RDCR, RACR are the DC and AC
equivalent series resistance of the inductor.
The constraints mainly include critical soft switching
threshold current, Ith, maximum device current, Imax,
maximum thermal rising, Pthermal,max and frequency ranges:

s.t.
(b)
Fig. 6. The thermal, soft switching, frequency and device current
constraints (a) of fsw with the function of duty and Iave (b) the
optimal fsw regions with relationship of duty and Iave.

critical soft switching constraints. In this way, the critical soft
switching can be guaranteed with high level of frequency.
Detailed analysis is as follow.
(1) Method 1: Optimal Frequency Control Based on Power
Losses Optimization
The principle of method 1 is to generate the optimal
frequency based on the optimization of power losses of the
DC/DC converter. As is shown in Fig. 5, the frequency
controller receives the information of duty cycle and current
reference from the MPC controller. Then the optimization
problem is calculated based on the cost function of power
losses and four parts of constraints (including: critical soft
switching, maximum device current, thermal and sampling
requirement).
The power losses cost function under critical soft switching
can be expressed as four terms: switch turn-off losses, switch
conduction losses, inductor losses and body diode conduction

ΔiL
≤ I max ;
2
Δi
(b) − I max ≤ I n− = I L,ave − L ≤ − I th ;
2
T j ,max − Tcase
(c) Psw + Pcon ≤ Pthermal ,max =
;
Rth ,J −C

(a) I th ≤ I p+ = I L,ave +

(d) f sw,min ≤ f sw ≤ f sw,max
(14)
The derived cost function (13) and constraints (14) can both
be expressed as the function of the variables, (Iave, d, fs), after
replacing the △iL with [(1-d)d*us]/(fs*L). So the constraint
region and optimal frequency points can be plotted in the 3D
axis as is shown in Fig. 6. For the online calculation,
according to the Newton Method, by applying the 2nd order
Taylor Expansion of the power loss function, the optimal
point of frequency can be obtained with the iterative formula
of 1st and 2nd power loss derivative in every calculating round:

f sw,k +1 = f sw,k −

P 'loss ( f sw,k )
P "loss ( f sw,k )

(15)
The terminating conditions in every calculating round are
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the fs,min and fs,max derived from the constraints and the
pre-defined error.
(2) Method 2: Maximum Frequency Control Based on
Critical Soft Switching Boundaries
For the requirement of faster calculation of frequency,
method 2 can be used to directly derive the feasible maximum
frequency. The operating trajectories of the frequency
controller can be illustrated in Fig. 7. With the variation of
current reference, the maximum feasible frequency under the
critical soft switching constraints can be derived by the
function of frequency and average current (bold blue lines in
Fig. 7):




fs = 



(1 − d ) ⋅ d ⋅ U s
,
2 ⋅ (iL + I th ) ⋅ L

iL ≥ 0

(1 − d ) ⋅ d ⋅ U s
,
2 ⋅ ( I th − iL ) ⋅ L

iL ≤ 0

(16)
where the threshold current of critical soft switching
constraints is based on the results derived in section II (7).
For implementing the maximum frequency control method,
the peak/valley inductor current will be constrained around
the edge of critical soft switching boundaries. Thus the
maximum device current requirement will not be violated. As
is shown in Fig. 7, the critical soft switching boundary is the
exact operating trajectory to follow (bold blue lines). And the
device maximum current boundary (fine blue lines in Fig. 7)
is another constraint which is far away from the operating
bold lines. As is shown in Fig. 5, the maximum and minimum
frequency filter is added in the frequency controller to give
the upper and lower boundaries of the operating lines
according to the sampling and dead time requirement (red
straight lines in Fig. 7). Thus, the maximum frequency
controller can derive the feasible maximum frequency for the
MPC optimization under the critical soft switching operation.
And the calculating speed is faster.
IV.

RESULTS

The optimal-frequency model predictive control is
implemented in this section based on a typical SiC device,
C2M0025120D by rigorous testing procedure. The circuit
parameters are: input voltage 800V, output voltage 400V,
inductor 10uH, operation time 4ms. Fig. 8(a) and (b) show the
comparison of the key waveforms between the proposed
method and the traditional PI controller with the same current
reference step (from 5A to 15A) triggered in the middle of the
operating period. Specifically, the inductor current, sampling
current, duty cycle and time period are given in each plot. As
is shown in Fig. 8(a), the critical soft switching constraints
can be satisfied in all the operation time including the
transient period. However, the traditional PI controller cannot
guarantee the critical soft switching during the transient
period because of the oscillation. So the proposed
variable-frequency model predictive control method can
further reduce the power losses. Also, the test bench of
synchronous converter is shown in Fig. 9.
V.

(a)

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an optimal frequency critical soft
switching method for DC/DC converter based on MPC. The
precise critical soft switching boundaries for DC/DC
converter are derived with the parameters of dead time and
peak/valley inductor threshold current.
The MPC is

(b)
Fig. 8. The key waveforms of inductor current, duty cycle, time period
between (a) proposed MPC method and (b) PI.

combined with two types of frequency control methods,
optimal-frequency and maximum frequency, to achieve fast
response in case of the reference variation. The proposed
methods can eliminate turn-on power losses during the
transient period which further improves the efficiency
compared to the traditional PI controller. The results verify
the validity of the theoretical analysis.
VI.
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